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          Product: PDFtron

Product Version:9.2.1

Please give a brief summary of your issue: I need to implement the movement of CustomRelativeLayout - PDFTron API Reference | PDFTron Systems Inc. like any other markup.

(Think of this as an email subject)

Please describe your issue and provide steps to reproduce it:

(The more descriptive your answer, the faster we are able to help you)

I am using PDFViewCtrl and added some custom views on top of it, I need a way to implement the movement of this custom view . If user drags this view and moves to different location update the custom view to the new location.

Please provide a link to a minimal sample where the issue is reproducible:
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          Hello, I’m Ron, an automated tech support bot [image: :robot:]

While you wait for one of our customer support representatives to get back to you, please check out some of these documentation pages:
Guides:	Reduce memory consumption - Prevent out of memory when rotating device
	Add a custom view to a PDF page in Android
	Customizing Android PDF viewer with PDFViewCtrl - Customize the viewing experience
	Customizing thumbnail slider in Android - XML attributes

APIs:	PDFViewCtrl.UniversalDocumentProgressIndicatorListener
	PDFViewCtrl - update
	PDFViewCtrl.ThumbAsyncListener - onThumbReceived

Forums:	How to add a Button/view above on PdfViewCtrl overlayview?
	[PDFNet] How to disable touch in pdfviewctrl?
	Adding custom widgets and GUI layout on top of PDFViewCtrl in my Android app
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          Hi @anudeepj13

Please kindly elaborate on your top level goal / user story / user case so we can better understand your requirement thus giving better suggestions.

This view is mostly meant to work together with annotations, but what you are describing does not sound like that.

Thanks.
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